Connecting all the Dots by Gary Bate
It's not so difficult for me, as in my early twenties, I was trained in Hypnosis and I've been
observing keenly for the last 40 years!
Dr. Robert Malone (the inventor of the mRNA vaccine) said it succintly recently when he answered
the question (my words), “why did an intelligent population follow Hitler?” Mass Hypnosis was his
answer. Mass Hypnosis, Mass Psychosis and Mass Mind-control are all the same thing. Here is a
great audio with Dr. Robert Malone:
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SCsueX2bZdbEzRtKOCEyT?
si=Ambru0p9QMSMioTPd8IPdg&utm_source=whatsapp
The picture is much bigger than the one you're looking at, and in order for you to see it, you have to
connect all the dots...
The idea that none of us are safe until we're all safe (vaccinated) is bullshit. It really is best to call it
what it is – bullshit! A truthful statement would be, “none of us are free because we're all mindcontrolled into our emotional bodies”.
Did any of you watch the Bond movie the other night (not the new one but the one about Spectre)?
Her majesty's agent saved the day and stopped the unelected Spectre from installing their global
surveillance system. Can you spot the flaws in this propaganda movie?
Her majesty and her agents are Spectre. The global surveillance is operating. The show goes on...
The overriding consciousness on this planet is TYRANNY. The overriding consciousness in the
Light is TYRANNY. To the Light and back here again, then to the Light and back here again...
Tyranny cannot exist without victims who are mind-controlled into their emotional bodies – get it?
You think your thoughts are your own? What about your dreams and your fantasies? It's all mindcontrol. This whole World, this whole Matrix, is mind-controlled from above. Call them what you
like (mind critters, mind parasites, energy vampires); they control this plane (through thought) by
keeping people emotional. If any bright spark raises his or her head, they attempt to push him or her
back into their emotional body, because only through your emotions can they control you.
We came to this World to master ourselves (that's why Shiva sits on the Tiger) and the reason we
haven't been aware of this is mind-control. What are we here to master? All of the mind-control.
We all have weaknesses – what are these? Aspects of mind-control. We are here to conquer our
weaknesses. We are all mind-controlled and we are here to see that and move beyond it.
Self-mastery, enlightenment, ascension; are all about moving one's mind beyond mind-control and
thus out of one's emotional body. The people who promote the Light (over Darkness ) are keeping
their sphere of influence in the Light trap. We all came out of the Darkness...
The last thing the entities in the Light want (and their agents here) is humanity waking up to what
they're up to. An 'enlightened' population means no tyranny and no fodder (energy) going to them.
The idea that we could live in bliss here is blissful, but to do that we all need to wake up to what's
going on and what this world is really all about ~ Gary Bate.
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